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This book takes a practical problem-solution approach to common business challenges. You’ll not only encounter
interesting code samples, but also see how to combine these examples with the Microsoft collaboration platform’s
services. The book’s solutions focus on using Visual Studio 2008 and its built-in Office development tools to construct
the user interface layer. And solutions can interact with SharePoint as a service provider, taking advantage of
SharePoint’s many collaboration features like document repositories, collaboration sites, and search functions. This book
is unique because it starts with challenges that end users deal with every day when using the Microsoft collaboration
platform to support business processes. The solutions are presented as hypothetical business challenges of a fictional
company. By presenting the examples in this context, author Ed Hild makes it easier to relate to the challenges and
solution value. The goal of these examples is to build applications that apply the benefits of the Office desktop interface
to the richness of SharePoint collaboration features. This book will help you develop real-world solutions to complex
business problems and challenges.
ASP.NET 3.5 is the principal standard for creating dynamic web pages on the Windows platform. Pro ASP.NET 3.5 in VB
2008: Includes Silverlight 2 raises the bar for high–quality, practical advice on learning and deploying Microsoft's dynamic
web solution. Updated with everything you need to integrate Silverlight 2.0 into your ASP.NET applications, this book
teaches you all about Silverlight's exciting features so that your ASP projects can be rich in visual flair and compelling to
the user. You'll learn how to use the new levels of abstraction in the Entity Framework to design elegant, powerful
application architectures. Seasoned .NET professionals Matthew MacDonald, Mario Szpuszta, and Vidya Vrat Agarwal
explain how you can get the most from these groundbreaking technologies. They cover ASP.NET 3.5 as a whole,
illustrating both the newer features and the functionality carried over from previous versions of ASP. This book will give
you the knowledge you need to code real ASP.NET 3.5 applications in the best possible style.
A guide to mastering Visual Studio 2017 About This Book Focus on coding with the new, improved, and powerful tools of
VS 2017 Master improved debugging and unit testing support capabilities Accelerate cloud development with the built-in
Azure tools Who This Book Is For .NET Developers who would like to master the new features of VS 2017, and would
like to delve into newer areas such as cloud computing, would benefit from this book. Basic knowledge of previous
versions of Visual Studio is assumed. What You Will Learn Learn what's new in the Visual Studio 2017 IDE, C# 7.0, and
how it will help developers to improve their productivity Learn the workloads and components of the new installation
wizard and how to use the online and offline installer Build stunning Windows apps using Windows Presentation
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Foundation (WPF) and Universal Windows Platform (UWP) tools Get familiar with .NET Core and learn how to build apps
targeting this new framework Explore everything about NuGet packages Debug and test your applications using Visual
Studio 2017 Accelerate cloud development with Microsoft Azure Integrate Visual Studio with most popular source control
repositories, such as TFS and GitHub In Detail Visual Studio 2017 is the all-new IDE released by Microsoft for
developers, targeting Microsoft and other platforms to build stunning Windows and web apps. Learning how to effectively
use this technology can enhance your productivity while simplifying your most common tasks, allowing you more time to
focus on your project. With this book, you will learn not only what VS2017 offers, but also what it takes to put it to work for
your projects. Visual Studio 2017 is packed with improvements that increase productivity, and this book will get you
started with the new features introduced in Visual Studio 2017 IDE and C# 7.0. Next, you will learn to use XAML tools to
build classic WPF apps, and UWP tools to build apps targeting Windows 10. Later, you will learn about .NET Core and
then explore NuGet, the package manager for the Microsoft development platform. Then, you will familiarize yourself with
the debugging and live unit testing techniques that comes with the IDE. Finally, you'll adapt Microsoft's implementation of
cloud computing with Azure, and the Visual Studio integration with Source Control repositories. Style and approach This
comprehensive guide covers the advanced features of Visual Studio 2017, and communicates them through a practical
approach to explore the underlying concepts of how, when, and why to use it.
Web Parts are reusable components that extract data from existing Microsoft or non–Microsoft applications for use in
ASP.NET Web pages; they can also be used to build user controls Presents developers with an understanding of how
Web Parts work and how they can be developed Examines how to secure and integrate Web Parts into other Windows
systems (SQL Server, Office, ASP.NET, Content Manager)
The 2008 version of Visual Basic is tremendously enhanced and introduces dramatic new concepts, techniques, and
features to this popular object-oriented language. Written by an elite author team, this comprehensive resource provides
a clear and concise approach to using VB 2008 in the ever-expanding .NET world. This book focuses on using the latest
and most powerful tools from the Microsoft arsenal within your Visual Basic solutions. You?ll examine everything from the
.NET Framework to the best practices for deploying .NET applications to database access and integrating with other
technologies.
ClickOnce, a new technology in Visual Studio 2005, lets you quickly and easily deploy your Windows apps via web
servers, file servers, or even CDs. But while ClickOnce delivers web-style deployment of your application, that's only part
of the story. Once you've installed an application using ClickOnce, it can automatically check for new updates to the
application, which saves time in application maintenance and upgrades. And on the security front, a ClickOnce
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application runs within a secure sandbox and you configure it using the Code Access Security model. So, how can you
take advantage of this new technology? In this step-by-step guide to using ClickOnce, you'll learn how to create an
application in Visual Studio 2005 and how to use ClickOnce to quickly get it in the hands of your customers. You'll also
learn how to add security to your distributions using Code Access Security; how to update COM files without corrupting
DLLs; and more. Download this PDF today for just $7.99 and discover how deploying your Windows app is just a click
away.
With SharePoint 2010, developers finally have the powerful, end-to-end development tools they need to build outstanding
solutions quickly and painlessly. What’s more, those tools are built directly into the latest version of Visual Studio, the
development platform most Microsoft developers already know. In this book, the Microsoft experts who created these
tools show you how to take full advantage of them. The authors focus specifically on the SharePoint scenarios that Visual
Studio 2010 now makes accessible to mainstream Microsoft developers. They assume no experience with SharePoint
development and focus on SharePoint Foundation 2010: the low-cost version designed for organizations and
departments of all kinds, not just large enterprises. SharePoint 2010 Development with Visual Studio 2010 shows how to
get your solution up and running fast, and then extend it to meet your precise business requirements. You’ll learn how to
develop, package, and deploy robust SharePoint business collaboration applications without any unnecessary complexity
or overhead. Following a practical, developer-focused introduction to Microsoft SharePoint 2010, you’ll learn about
Visual Studio 2010 templates and tools that simplify the creation of SharePoint solutions The SharePoint object model
and its most frequently used methods, properties, and events Using lists to store, manage, and share data Responding to
events related to lists, features, items, or workflows Integrating external data with Business Data Connectivity Services
Using content types that ship with SharePoint 2010—and creating new ones Building multi-step workflows and custom
forms that work with them Utilizing Web Parts to present different data and applications on the same page Customizing
SharePoint pages or navigation with ASP.NET Packaging and deploying solutions, and customizing deployment to your
unique requirements Whether you’re just starting out with SharePoint development, upgrading from earlier versions, or
building on experience with ASP.NET, this book will help you solve real problems and get real results—fast!
Learn to leverage the features of the newest version of SharePoint, in this update to the bestseller More than simply a
portal, SharePoint is Microsoft's popular content management solution for building intranets and Web sites or hosting
wikis and blogs. Offering broad coverage on all aspects of development for the SharePoint platform, this comprehensive
book shows you exactly what SharePoint does, how to build solutions, and what features are accessible within
SharePoint. Written by one of the most recognized names in SharePoint development, Professional SharePoint 2010
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Development offers an extensive selection of field-tested best practices that shows you how to leverage the vast power
of this multi-faceted tool to build custom workflow and content management applications. Plus, you'll discover how to take
advantage of the new features to roll out new SharePoint sites or upgrade existing sites. SharePoint guru Tom Rizzo
offers broad coverage of the newest version of SharePoint, Microsoft's popular content management solution Addresses
how the new version adds enhanced developer support for ASP.NET, Ajax, LINQ, and Silverlight Demonstrates how to
take advantage of new features, including improvements to offline and mobile client capabilities, social networking
additions, and more Covers user experience development, platform services, social media features, event handling, the
business data catalog, forms and workflow, business intelligence, and more With this book, you'll get exhaustive
coverage on the many possibilities that exist with SharePoint.
With Practical SharePoint 2010 Branding and Customization, SharePoint branding expert Erik Swenson cuts through the fluff and discusses
accessible, easy-to-understand consulting and processes to create aesthetically pleasing, highly usable branded and customized SharePoint
websites, both internally and externally. Designed to be a quick reference, how-to guide that lets you dive straight into the task at hand, you'll
find this book's attention to detail and pragmatism make it an attractive companion during your branding experience. SharePoint 2010
deployments are more common than ever, as is the desire to make the environment branded and attractive to both internal and external
clients. However, since SharePoint is more than just a collection of web pages, customizing the look and feel and completing the process of
branding the platform itself is complex and requires a knowledge of web development, web design techniques, and a familiarity with
SharePoint administration—a curious niche, to be sure. And sometimes, you just need to make quick fixes, while at other times, building an
entirely customized and branded environment is a multi-step process with lots of stakeholder buy-in and development time required. Whether
you’re interested in applying just a touch of style to a team site, or you’re branding a public-facing Fortune 500 website based on
SharePoint, Practical SharePoint 2010 Branding and Customization is the only book you'll need to quickly, easily, and efficiently brand and
customize your environment. Bonus: Includes the SharePoint 2010 Branding Starter Kit! This kit has everything you need to jumpstart
successful and compelling designs. The kit includes a layered Adobe Photoshop file of a SharePoint 2010 site, two pre-built visual design
examples, and a Visual Studio solution you can use to deploy either of the designs included. This starter kit is specifically prepared to save
you substantial time kicking off your SharePoint branding project and to minimize potential roadblocks. These branding tools would cost you
as much as $500 if purchased separately, but they're included with the purchase of this book at no additional charge! Get started today.
SQL Server 2005 offers the capability to write code in a .NET language that can be compiled and run inside SQL Server. CLR Integration, or
SQL CLR, lets you create stored procedures, user-defined types, triggers, table valued functions, and aggregates using a .NET managed
language. You can read and write to resources outside of SQL Server and enjoy a tighter integration with XML, web services, and simple file
and logging capabilities. Here's the reference you'll want on your desk as you develop SQL CLR solutions. It helps you decide whether to use
SQL CLR, how to lock down security, and learn from real examples. If you want to develop stored procedures or other objects in .NET for
SQL Server 2005, this book offers exactly what you need. What you will learn from this book The concepts and architecture of SQL CLR
Uses of .NET namespaces in SQL Server programming tasks How to develop and benchmark routines in T-SQL and .NET to determine
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when CLR-based solutions are advantageous How to replace extended stored procedures using SQL CLR stored procedures How to use
SQL CLR objects in external applications How to restrict and secure SQL CLR object capabilities Processes and procedures for deploying
SQL CLR objects Who this book is for This book is for developers and architects who are familiar with .NET concepts as well as DBAs who,
although developers in their own right, may be slightly less up to date on .NET. A solid grounding in T-SQL is necessary. Wrox Professional
guides are planned and written by working programmers to meet the real-world needs of programmers, developers, and IT professionals.
Focused and relevant, they address the issues technology professionals face every day. They provide examples, practical solutions, and
expert education in new technologies, all designed to help programmers do a better job.
Apps have taken the world by storm, and now they're taking SharePoint as well. The biggest new thing in SharePoint 2013, apps are the
solution to creating custom code that runs on not just your own SharePoint deployment, but also on others' implementations as well. Pro
SharePoint 2013 App Development is your must-have guide to developing app solutions that run on the SharePoint 2013 platform. Using stepby-step tutorials, author Steve Wright creates a sample SharePoint app throughout the course of the book, and you can walk with him
through the entire lifecycle of a SharePoint app. Get expert guidance and advice on creating an app, provisioning it for use in SharePoint,
securing it from unauthorized use and from other applications, integrating your app with SharePoint search and other platform features, and
much more. You'll even discover how to present your app to users on mobile devices like iPads, smartphones, and Microsoft Surface tablets.
Apps in SharePoint are here to stay. Don't miss out - pick up a copy of Pro SharePoint 2013 App Development and get started on your own
custom apps today. Introduces the architecture for creating and hosting SharePoint apps. Leads the reader through the creation and
deployment of a complete solution. Provides an understanding of the security features in the SharePoint app model. Helps the organization
leverage internal data securely over the network. Leverages SharePoint search and other services to create rich SharePoint solutions.
Introduces the techniques for delivering data on a multitude of web and mobile platforms.
ASP.NET 4 is the principal standard for creating dynamic web pages on the Windows platform. Pro ASP.NET 4 in C# 2010 raises the bar for
high-quality, practical advice on learning and deploying Microsoft's dynamic web solution. This edition is updated with everything you need to
master up to version 4 of ASP.NET, including coverage of ASP.NET MVC, ASP.NET AJAX 4, ASP.NET Dynamic Data, and Silverlight 3.
Seasoned .NET professionals Matthew MacDonald and Mario Szpuszta explain how you can get the most from these groundbreaking
technologies. They cover ASP.NET 4 as a whole, illustrating both the newer features and the functionality carried over from previous versions
of ASP. This book will give you the knowledge you need to code real ASP.NET 4 applications in the best possible style.
*Takes advantage of lateness to market by including experienced real-world knowledge of ASP.NET development as well as core information
* Single volume covering both C# and VB.NET.
Thorough coverage of development in SharePoint 2013 A team of well-known Microsoft MVPs joins forces in this fully updated resource,
providing you with in-depth coverage of development tools in the latest iteration of the immensely popular SharePoint. From building solutions
to building custom workflow and content management applications, this book shares field-tested best practices on all aspect of SharePoint
2013 development. Offers a thorough look at Windows Azure and SharePoint 2013 Includes new chapters on Application Life Cycle
Management, developing apps in SharePoint, and building PerformancePoint Dashboards in SharePoint Professional SharePoint 2013
Development is an essential SharePoint developer title.
Thomsen and Hansen give easy-to-understand examples and provide readers with everything they need to create Enterprise solutions with
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.NET.
Knowledge and ability to apply XML are de rigueur in today's world, and SQL Server developers and administrators are no exception to that
rule. Pro SQL Server 2008 XML is your key to unlocking the powerful XML feature set first introduced in SQL Server 2005 and since refined
in SQL Server 2008. Author Michael Coles shows how to store XML using SQL Server's built–in XML data type. Learn to query and
manipulate XML data using standard technologies such as XQuery and XSLT. No SQL Server database professional can afford to be without
knowledge of the XML feature set. Pro SQL Server 2008 XML delivers on the knowledge that you need to remain competitive in your career.
Shows how to store, query, and manipulate XML documents in SQL Server Provides step–by–step examples showing best practices and
advanced features Accurately discusses how SQL Server's XML feature set stacks up against the ISO XML standards

A collection of five must-have Azure titles, from some of the biggest names in the field Available individually, but at a discounted
rate for the collection, this bundle of five e-books covers key developer and IT topics of Windows Azure, including ASP.NET,
mobile services, web sites, data storage, and the hybrid cloud. A host of Microsoft employees and MPVs come together to cover
the biggest challenges that professionals face when working with Windows Azure. The e-books included are as follows: Windows
Azure and ASP.NET MVC Migration Windows Azure Mobile Services Windows Azure Web Sites Windows Azure Data Storage
Windows Azure Hybrid Cloud This invaluable bundle of e-books will get you up and running confidently and quickly with Windows
Azure.
The SharePoint 2010 Wrox 10-Pack Digital Library contains these ten books, priced at a considerable savings off of the combined
list prices to give you a complete SharePoint 2010 e-book library: Professional SharePoint 2010 Administration ISBN:
9780470533338 Professional SharePoint 2010 Development, 2nd edition ISBN: 9781118131688 Real World SharePoint 2010:
Indispensable Experiences from 22 MVPs ISBN: 9780470597132 Professional Business Connectivity Services in SharePoint 2010
ISBN: 9781118043790 Professional SharePoint 2010 Cloud-Based Solutions ISBN: 9781118076576 SharePoint 2010 Enterprise
Architect's Guidebook ISBN 9780470643198 SharePoint Server 2010 Enterprise Content Management ISBN: 9780470584651
SharePoint 2010 Field Guide ISBN: 9781118105054 SharePoint 2010 Six-in-One ISBN: 9780470877272 Professional SharePoint
2010 Branding and User Interface Design ISBN: 9780470584644
Written by a Microsoft Certified Systems Engineer and a Certified Solutions Developer Based on the needs of the BizTalk
developer community Includes examples of real-world implementations
Expert SharePoint 2010 Practices is a valuable compendium of best practices, tips, and secrets straight from the most
knowledgeable SharePoint gurus in the industry. Learn from the experts as you dive into topics like multitenancy, solution
deployment, business intelligence, and administration. Our team of carefully chosen contributors, most with Microsoft's Most
Valuable Professional (MVP) designation bestowed upon them, shares with you the secrets and practices that have brought them
success in a wide variety of SharePoint scenarios. Each contributor is passionate about the power of SharePoint and wants to
help you leverage the capabilities of the platform in your business—but in the proper way. Go beyond procedures and manuals, and
benefit from hundreds of years of combined experience, which the authors of Expert SharePoint 2010 Practices provide in these
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pages. Learn from the masters and take control of SharePoint 2010 like you never have before with Expert SharePoint 2010
Practices!
Mastering Visual Studio .NET"O'Reilly Media, Inc."
Visual Basic 2005 in Simple Steps is a book that provides you with complete material to learn Visual Basic 2005. Precise and
complete, with an easy to understand, lots of examples to support the concepts and use of practical approach in presentation are
some of the features that make the book unique in itself.
You’ve run into this issue numerous times. You are developing an ASP.NET application, and you need to incorporate functionality
that comes pre-packaged in SharePoint. Wikis, blogs, document management, user authentication, access management—common
needs across a variety of solutions. Without guidance and examples, interacting with underlying SharePoint components can be
challenging, and working with the different SharePoint APIs is complicated. This book will introduce you to a variety of techniques
to master the art of developing ASP.NET applications that are built upon a SharePoint foundation. With these techniques you can
start using SharePoint as a development platform to enhance and complement your ASP.NET development. You’ll explore:
Integration with SharePoint components The SharePoint/.NET/IIS implementation Configuration management Code Access
Security Feature packaging Proper use of SharePoint APIs Advanced deployment techniques Pro ASP.NET Sharepoint 2010
walks you through all of the steps needed to successfully build and deploy ASP.NET solutions within the SharePoint platform.
You'll then be able to greatly enhance your applications and build unique solutions that are a mixture of SharePoint and ASP.NET.
Pro SharePoint 2010 Governance is the first book on the market focusing exclusively on the essential guidance necessary for
leveraging SharePoint 2010 within your organization's intranet, extranet or Internet environment for maximum business value.
Effective governance allows your organization to promote the adoption of SharePoint’s productivity-enhancing features while
maintaining security and control over your organization's most vital information. Pro SharePoint 2010 Governance presents
comprehensive guidance, from the basics of "What is governance?" to the detailed considerations of IT, information and
application management. Using the conceptual framework promoted by Microsoft and augmented with detailed discussions,
recommendations and checklists, you will have all the information you need to streamline the governance of your SharePoint sites.
Teaches the concepts and benefits of SharePoint site governance. Discusses advanced features and techniques for implementing
governance in your organization. Provides detailed recommendations, templates and checklists for jump-starting your governance
effort.

VSTO for Mere Mortals™ is for VBA developers who are interested in migrating their skills to the next generation of Office
development. Readers will benefit from a straightforward, practical introduction to writing managed code applications for
Word 2003, Excel 2003, and Outlook 2003. Readers will also learn how to create add-ins for the most popular
applications for Office 2003 and the 2007 Microsoft Office system using VSTO 2005 SE. The expert authors provide a
wealth of code samples that show off popular features of
VSTO, such as smart tags and the actions pane. Sample code
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also shows you how to customize the new UI features of the 2007 Microsoft Office system, including the ribbon, custom
task pane, and Outlook forms region. VBA developers will walk away with A greater understanding of managed code and
the Visual Studio integrated development environment (IDE) Multiple demonstrations on how to create document-level
customizations for Word 2003 and Excel 2003, using view controls, data binding, and the actions pane A comprehensive
overview of add-in development for Outlook 2003 Useful information on securing and deploying solutions created with
VSTO and VSTO 2005 SE A thorough explanation on how to migrate VBA solutions to Visual Basic 2005 and VSTO
Numerous details on customizing the ribbon, custom task pane, and Outlook form regions by developing VSTO 2005 SE
add-ins for the 2007 Microsoft Office system
SharePoint provides a vital service to businesses--content sharing over Intranet and Internet sites. Microsoft is investing
tons of research and development money into content sharing technologies: SharePoint is the "next big thing" for MS
Office users, especially in a world where many work teams are becoming geographically dispersed. SharePoint 2007 is a
big improvement over former releases, due to enhanced security, better search capabilities, and more robust
functionality. Lots of change means that users will have to come up to speed on the new enhancements. With Microsoft
SharePoint 2007 Technologies, readers will gain a working knowledge of the architecture, administration, and end user
features offered by SharePoint 2007. This book also provides practical techniques to help IT professionals integrate
Sharepoint with other MS products such as Exchange Server. The expertise of the authors, who have helped many
businesses leverage Microsoft technologies, makes this book an invaluable tool to anyone interested in deploying
Sharepoint '07. More than 50,000 HP employees already use SharePoint, and that's just one company! SharePoint 2007
enables businesses to share documents, implement version controls, intensify security, and create workgroups, all in realtime All companies using MS Exchange Server will examine the latest iteration of SharePoint
A no-nonsense guide to maintaining websites in Windows Azure If you're looking for a straightforward, practical guide to
get Azure websites up and running, then this is the book for you. This to-the-point guide provides you with the tools you
need to move and maintain a website in the cloud. You'll discover the features that most affect developers and learn how
they can be leveraged to work to your advantage. Accompanying projects enhance your learning experience and help
you to walk away with a thorough understanding of Azure's supported technologies, site deployment, and management
tools and how to monitor and scale their application. Addresses the creation, deployment, and scaling of applications
Looks at supported project types and technologies Reviews source control integration and release management Walks
you through scaling, configuring, and monitoring your site Provides a project built on the ASP.NET MVC framework that
demonstrates many core features of Windows Azure websites Windows Azure Websites is an ideal resource for anyone
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who develops web applications and wants to move them to the cloud.
To celebrate recent innovations, and to demonstrate Apress’ commitment to the ASP.NET market, we are publishing a
special edition of Pro ASP.NET 2.0 in VB 2005, with new chapters explaining how to use these important new
technologies. On top of the book’s already extensive coverage, readers will learn how to create Ajax and Atlas
applications in ASP.NET 2.0. They will be treated to a deeper coverage of ASP.NET 2.0 Performance Tuning and will be
given a slew of bonus material to truly make this special edition special. This includes a free eBook of the title’s content
and a bonus 150 page eBook of carefully selected ASP.NET 2.0 articles.
Beginning SharePoint 2013 Development eBook and SharePoint-videos.com Bundle
From the author of the highly acclaimed Book of VB .NET comes this comprehensive introduction to Visual Basic 2005,
the newest version of Microsoft’s popular programming language. If you’re a developer who is new to the language, you
will learn to use VB 2005 effectively. If you’re from the old school of VB but haven’t yet made the jump to .NET, you will
be able to make the transition seamlessly. And you won’t have to wade through boring, unnecessary material before you
get there. This guide covers all the necessities, ditching jargon and getting right to the substance of how to: * Implement
object-oriented programming with classes, interfaces, and inheritance * Design well-behaved multithreaded applications *
Work with XML, file streams, and ADO.NET, the .NET toolkit for relational databases * Build code-driven web pages and
rich Windows applications * Deploy your applications with snazzy setup programs Conversational in tone and eminently
readable, this book tackles VB 2005’s hot new features and explains how to work with .NET, but it doesn’t water the
information down for beginners. After a brief overview of changes from VB 6, you’ll get real-world examples in each
chapter that will get you up to speed and ready to perform in the VB 2005 environment. Helpful code examples,
references to additional online material, and tips on planning, design, and architecture round out The Book of Visual
Basic 2005. Professional developers who need to master VB 2005 will want this book by their side.
Includes more than 120 tips for editing and writing your code, navigating within the IDE, and compiling, debugging, and
deploying your application. Also includes section dedicated to VS.NET 2005, keyboard shortcuts for the majority of tips,
and more than 90 figures and screenshots.
A detailed handbook for experienced developers explains how to get the most out of Microsoft's Visual Studio .NET,
offering helpful guidelines on how to use its integrated develpment environment, start-up templates, and other features
and tools to create a variety of applications, including Web services. Original. (Advanced)
* Completely up to date with the ASP.NET 2.0 technology and demonstrates the new best-practices and coding styles
that it requires * Focuses on developer’s needs, explaining the technology in a manner applicable to development
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projects * Provides comprehensive coverage of ASP.NET 2.0 (with C# .NET 2.0), providing thorough understanding of
the subject area
To get ahead in today's hyper-competitive marketplace, your business has to take advantage of the data you already
have and mine that data to give you new insight, metrics, and clues to what drives successful customer interactions. In
Pro SharePoint 2013 Business Intelligence Solutions, you'll learn exactly how to unlock that magic, build business
intelligence facilities on SharePoint, and glean insights from data to propel your business to the next level. To understand
the various business intelligence offerings in SharePoint 2013, you need to understand the core SQL Server business
intelligence concepts, and the first part of the book presents a comprehensive tutorial on those fundamentals. Pro
SharePoint 2013 Business Intelligence Solutions then focuses on specific SharePoint business intelligence investments
including: Visio Services Excel Services SQL Server Reporting Services Business Connectivity Services Power View and
PerformancePoint Services Authors Manpreet Singh, Sha Anandan, Sahil Malik, and Steve Wright walk you through all of
this material comprehensively in practical, hands-on format, with plenty of examples to empower you to use these
products in your real-life projects. As compelling as SharePoint and SQL Server business intelligence are together, the
challenge always has been finding people who understand both SharePoint and SQL Server well enough to deliver such
business intelligence solutions. With this book in hand, you become part of that select group. Get your copy of Pro
SharePoint 2013 Business Intelligence Solutions today!
A compendium of best practices and implementation wisdom, Pro BizTalk 2009 is a revision of the highly-successful and
best-selling Pro BizTalk 2006. The book has been fully updated to cover developments in BizTalk 2009. You'll find
chapters on topics such as developing WCF-compliant adapters using the WCF LOB adapter SDK, connecting BizTalk to
IBM mainframe line-of-business applications and data using the Host Integration Server adapter, and riding the
Enterprise Service Bus. All other chapters in the book have been updated to reflect developments in BizTalk 2009. Pro
BizTalk 2009 is based upon real feedback from BizTalk developers. It is written by recognized experts George Dunphy
and Sergei Moukhnitski, backed by a team of top-notch co-authors. The book is a labor of love in which the authors share
their experiences and expertise to teach you the art of creating a BizTalk solution using the right tools from the BizTalk
2009 toolbox. Fully updated to cover developments in BizTalk 2009 Focuses on the art of creating a BizTalk solution by
helping readers choose the right tool from the BizTalk toolbox for the task at hand Based upon the real–life experience of
authors with many years of practice implementing BizTalk solutions for large enterprises
*Completely up to date with the ASP.NET 2.0 technology and demonstrates the new best-practices and coding styles
that it requires *Focuses on the needs of the developer and explains the technology in a way that is easy to apply to their
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development projects *Provides a comprehensive coverage of the whole of ASP.NET 2.0 (with VB .NET 2.0) to give the
reader the best possible understanding of the whole subject area
Perfectly suited to the innovative Problem ? Design ? Solution approach, ASP.NET MVC is a new development model
that separates code for the data, look, and business processes of a Web site. This nuts-and-bolts guide thoroughly
covers creating a Web site with MVC and discusses solving the most common problems that you may encounter when
creating your first application or trying to upgrade a current application. The material is based on the highly praised and
widely used ?TheBeerHouse? ASP.NET Starter Kit that was developed in the bestselling ASP.NET 2.0 Website
Programming: Problem?Design?Solution. Additional coverage includes registration and membership systems and userselectable themes; content management systems for articles and photos; polls, mailing lists, and forums; e-commerce
stores, shopping carts, and order management with real-time credit card processing, and more.
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